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Well, what a great summer for bike riders in general, and for our Club in particular.  
Despite warnings of the hottest summer humanity and its predecessors have ever 
endured it was in fact a pleasant summer with plenty of coolish days ideal for riding.  
Early in the new year we were bombarded with ominous warnings that we were all 
about to be turned to cinders in massive bushfires, and a week later we were all to be 
washed away in floods that Noah would have found challenging.  Most of that was not to 
be and things were really quite pleasant.  
 
For us humble riders there were many great days – and our Club had some really 
wonderful rides this summer, thanks to the imagination of our members who dreamed 
them up, and to our Ride Coordinator who brought them to a reality. 
 
Stella’s Linton to Skipton return ride was a standout, with 24 people going on it and  
Tina did her full moon ride early in February. We also saw Shane and Trish repeat the 
popular IKEA ride, and we supported the Sustainable Living Festival each Saturday in 
February.  Among all that some longer serious road bike rides were accomplished, such 
as Kelly’s Werribee ride, and John’s pre-run of the Cadel Evans route, and then we saw 
the real Cadel Evans race on a cool day in early February. 
 
It has indeed been a great summer for us cyclists. 
 
In this issue of Flashing Pedals you will find tales from three trails, an excerpt from 
Rod’s next volume, a photo depicting cycling meeting witchcraft, some great 
information on John Miro’s Softride Classic, book reviews, plus wise sayings and a 
description of a silly act. Trish and Shane take us to Spain for a ride. 
 
Peter Smith,  
Newsletter Editor 
 
 

mailto:pjbs@internode.on.net�
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Tales from the Trails 
 
In this column we try to bring you as up-to-date information as we can on the condition 
of the various bike paths and trails.  The column will only publish first hand accounts 
from people who have actually ridden the trail fairly recently.  
 
Old Beechy Trail 
 
Allan Marshall 
 
On a Thursday in January Joan & I decided to tour the Otway's again. Part of that tour was 
the Old Beechy Rail Trail. We started at Beech Forest for lunch in the Tourist Pavilion. There 
we met up with a nice family from Geelong that were related to the Degrandi family, who 
were riding the trail in the wet & they were soaked.  
 
We then headed just out of the town turned right onto the old Beech Forest to Gellibrand 
track. This track is part of the Old Beechy Rail Trail that comes out where the Lardner's 
Track enters the Lavers Hill to Colac Road just before Gellibrand. To ride it you would need 
a mountain bike but it would be a great ride. From Beech Forest to Gellibrand  is 18 K there 
are many places riders & car shuttles can cross paths. The Tourist Pavilion at Beech Forest is 
worth the stop over. I do know that the trail is going to be a bit damp but October or 
November would be the best time. I know from past attempts that the Colac end you have to 
follow some roads sort of off & on to Kawarrenthen into Gellibrand you have the same thing 
again. The Camperdown to Timboon trail is another one that is worth doing (Ed’s note – that 
trail was reviewed in a previous Flashing Pedals) . You could do a 2 day trip up there with 
the Birregurra to Forest Rail trail in the morning  where there is heaps of accommodation 
now then next day do the old Beechy.  
 
Photos of the trail are below. 
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Drysdale section of rail trail 
 
Trish Mackenzie 
 
Just back from riding to Drysdale today, the section from Portarlington Rd at Curlewis  
crossing to Shell Road crossing and through to Drysdale Road has been recently 
asphalted.  Great surface makes it a very easy ride. 
 

Get out and try it out, it’s great riding to Drysdale now as that section was the roughest 
and affected by weather conditions the most, specially when wet, no low lying area, 
path has been built up a bit. 
 

(Ed’s note – many of you will have now verified Trish’s observations on Nancy & David’s 
Drysdale ride in late February) 
 
Yea to Alexandra – the High Country Rail Trail 
 
Peter & Swee Smith 
 
We did this trail in December and it was a great ride. It’s about 28 km one way, a very 
good surface of packed dirt and gravel and fairly easy.  There’s quite a long run down 
into Alexandra which means a steady pull up on the way back – but even though it is a 
long and steady climb we found it quite easy. 
 
Both Yea and Alexandra are delightful little towns – but we did develop a soft spot for 
the Country Club Hotel in Yea on our return – particularly the beautiful shady beer 
garden!!! 
 
The photo below is typical of the trail surface. 
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Stupid act from a Clearwater Logging Company truck – 17 
February 2015 
 
Allan Marshall 
 
While traveling home from Werribee on Tuesday 17 February Russ, Allan, Kelly & 
Neville had a crushed up drink can thrown from a  Clearwater Logging Company (Colac) 
logging truck. It landed just in between the lead riders. Had this hit one of us God only 
knows what would have happened. I rang the logging company in Colac and they are 
going to find out who was the culprit for this stupid act. I gave them the time & the 
location & direction of travel. I was at a meeting on Tuesday night & two of the 
members were from Colac so I was told that the logging company would know who the 
driver was from their records. 
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They said it! 
 
Women should become the man they want to marry – Gloria Steinem 
 
Alimony is like buying hay for a dead horse – Groucho Marx 
 
In China, when you're one in a million, there are 1,300 other people just like you. - Bill 
Gates 
 
Things are going to get a lot worse before they get worse. - Lily Tomlin 
 
If at first you don't succeed, remove all evidence you have ever tried. - Ricky Gervais 
 
 
The Shane in Spain (falls mainly down…….) 
 
Trish Balkin 
 
Shane and I began our trip staying in the mediaeval part of the city of Barcelona, with its 
narrow, winding cobbled streets. Even here there were plenty of cyclists wending their 
way around. Shane took his own bike , but there are plenty of bike tours available, and 
Lonely Planet suggest some rides you can undertake yourself (on the web) . There are 
quite a few separate bike lanes, including some Copenhagen- style lanes, and some 
down the centre of roads. The outskirts of Barcelona are quite hilly, making for some 
strenuous uphill rides, with great views. Much of the transport infrastructure in 
Barcelona was improved when the Olympics were held there. 
 
Our next stop was Girona, about an hours' drive or train trip north of Barcelona. Many 
of the international cyclists train here as it is in the foothills of the Pyrenees. Again we 
stayed in the mediaeval centre, but overlooked the river, which was a constant source of 
interest. From Girona, bike paths extend in both directions - you can ride towards the 
coast one way, or the mountains the other. You can also link up with a local bus if you 
only want to ride part of the way. The path is well maintained. 
  
I decided to hire a hybrid bike from a local shop, which also sold the top cyclists' 
second-hand gear. We headed off towards the coast, but only rode about 12 klms as it 
was quite warm , and  planned to travel the other way in the afternoon. All went well 
until we were heading back and I came off the bike in gravel. It had been raining 
overnight, which had created channels in the surface, and it was slightly downhill. I 
managed to ride back with a grazed elbow and badly bruised shin. Needless to say, I had 
to rest that afternoon, but Shane headed off towards Olot, which was a pleasant ride , 
without any mishap. 
 
Our next and last stop in Spain was Cadaques, where Salvador Dali's house has been 
turned into a very quirky museum, but is well worth visiting. They only allow 8 people 
in at a time, so you have a good look. Outside was a very old rusty bike - I think it was a 
piece of art - it certainly wasn't rideable.  
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Overall, Spain seems to offer yet another horizon for European odysseys. 
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The Book Nook 
 
1001 bicycles to dream of riding by Guy Kesteven. New York/Quintessence/2014. 
 
A good book to dip into, beginning in the 19th century, but concentrating on the 21st 
century. Some different types of bicycles: aero/ all rounder/ all-terrain/ cargo/ child's/ 
commuter/ concept/ custom/cyclocross/ downhill/ e-bike/ fixed gear/folding 
/gravity/hardtail / leisure/ mountain/ paced track bike/ race/ recumbent/ road/ 
snowbike/ tandem/ triathlon/ touring/ town/ track/ tricycle/ time trial/ triathlon/ 
utility! 
  
Official 100th Race anniversary Edition: Tour de France by Francoise & Serge Laget, 
Philippe Cazaban, Gilles Montgermont. London: Quercus, 2013. 
 
Details of the 100 races held between 1903 and 2012 (races not held in some war 
years). Maps of the routes, photographs of the winners, all the stories. Well-presented 
coffee-table type reference book. Great to see the development in bicycles. And the hills! 
 
Coralie Jenkin 
 
Living the book 
 
Peter & Swee Smith 
 
We are living the following book by using it as our bible on our cycling excursion to the 
south island of New Zeaand in March 2015. That’s what we are doing probably even as 
you are reading about this book.  We found the book to be as good as the review written 
below says it is.   
 
The New Zealand Cycle Trails Nga Haerenga – Jonathan Kennett, 2013, Random 
House, New Zealand. 
 
This is an extraordinarily attractive book and an amazingly useful one too. So attractive 
is this book that we have provided a photo of it below.  
 
The book covers 23 wonderful rides in gorgeous New Zealand – both north and south 
islands. Fabulous photographs make the book and the rides very appetizing, and 
coupled with very detailed information the rides become very accessible.  Descriptions 
are provided of the surfaces of each ride and the scenery, plus accommodation and 
sustenance available along the way, distance between places, and terrain profiles.  Each 
ride description is supported by a history of the area and important events in its 
development. 
 
It’s hard to go past this book if you are planning a cycling trip to NZ.  We did just that in 
the south island, and we used this book to do all the planning – and hopefully it works a 
treat!  In fact, if you look carefully behind the book in the photo you will see our 
planning tools of map and writing paper. 
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The book is available online from The Mighty Ape and cost us $26.95 plus postage. 
 

 
 
 
Things are changing for Around the Bay 
 
David and Nancy Jones will coordinate the Cycling Geelong Around the Bay effort for the 
fifth and last time in 2015.  After coordinating it five times they have decided enough is 
enough and are not going to be coordinating it in 2016 or beyond. 
 
Thanks to them is hardly enough.  We have all had the pleasure of participation as 
marshals etc over the last five years because of their efforts; we have raised the profile 
of our club through that participation; we have supported the riders; and the club has 
been able to generate g a good income each year through those efforts. 
 
So, many many thanks to David and Nancy and the effort is really appreciated – and the 
retirement understood. 
 
Prior to the David and Nancy regime, we also gratefully acknowledge that Helen Lyth 
and John Backhouse were our coordinators – also for many years. 
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Cycology for Women (Bicycle Course) 
Do you want to get back on a bicycle and ride to the café, shops, work or further afield? 
 
An experienced instructor will teach basic cycling skills and technique in a relaxed, 
supportive environment. 
 
Bring your own bike and helmet and learn about choice of bikes, adjusting for comfort 
and efficiency, getting the most from gears, fixing a puncture, mixing with traffic, where 
to ride. 
 
Saturdays 10.00am – 1.00pm (5 weeks) 
Dates: Sat 18 April to Sat 16 May 
Venue: Ashby Primary School,  
Waratah Street, Geelong West  
Cost: $130.00 - subsidised by Cycling Geelong Inc (also includes a 12 month 
membership to Cycling Geelong – www.cyclinggeelong.com.au) 
Tutor: Maree Burn 
  
 Enrolment form is available from Geelong West Neighbourhood House website - 
www.gwnh.org.au ; Email: gwnh3218@yahoo.com.au ; Ph: 0427 703 218 (bookings 
are essential) 
 
The Cadel Evans ride picnic – the real story 
 
Peter & Swee Smith 
 
When we suggested this picnic at Queens Park bridge we had in mind what it was like in 
the UCI – lot’s of people, lot’s of excitement, great sunshine and a great day. 
 
This time wasn’t totally like that. 
 
We made our way down from our house to the Zillah Crawcour Park in wintery 
conditions and wearing our ski coats.  We dithered about looking for a sheltered place 
for the picnic – all on our ownsome!!!  Then other people like ourselves, of fabulous 
enthusiasm but doubtful sanity, turned up.  Finally there was Shane and Trish Balkin, 
Nancy and David Jones, and Linda Chitham.  We huddled together for warmth and had 
our picnic in the drizzle.  After lunch wiser souls appeared, such as Karen A, Colleen B, 
Geoff & Caroline, Trish Mackenzie and Bernie – and then Helen Lyth returned from her 
ride that shadowed the race for a part of it. 
 
We got value from the picnic through watching the race but there were philistines 
among us who muttered about television and warm lounge rooms. 
 
But in the great spirit of all outdoor activity – we had a fun day and came home feeling 
virtuous. 

http://www.cyclinggeelong.com.au/�
http://www.gwnh.org.au/�
mailto:gwnh3218@yahoo.com.au�
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The photo below of David and Nancy watching the race is a wonderful symbol of the 
picnic. 
 

 
 
But the next photo shows Cadel pulling up the hill leaving the Queens Park bridge 
 

 
 
And the next photo is Geoff ‘n’ Steph on the job (note no brollies!)  
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Some info on my Softride bike (Softride Classic TT 650c) 

John Miro 

(Ed’s note – I asked John to write this on what is a most stylish and magnificent bike that 
he brought to Rod’s heritage ride in December 

Softride is the main brand name for unique type of racing bicycles launched in 1989 at 
Interbike. Other brand names include Allsop, Air Friday & Titanflex. The single beam 
technology does away with down tube(seat tube) while the horizontal top tube is 
suspended so it's also called Softride Suspension System or Powerwing. It is claimed by 
many to be the the most comfortable bike ever made. 

Unfortunately the technology was banned by UCI (world cycling body) for road racing 
because it defines a bicycle must have the "normal" diamond shaped frame. Some 
Softride supporters claim it was banned because the bike was too fast at the time. 
However bike rules were more relaxed in Triathalon competitions. So during 1990's 
and early 2000's single beam bikes were exclusively used for Triathalon racing to great 
success. Like my bike, Softride bikes often used smaller wheels (650c) compared to the 
modern standard wheel size 700c. 
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With UCI ban, companies making single beam bikes did not survive and disappeared in 
mid 2000. There is still a company called Softride in US, but they make trailers and bike 
racks and may not be related to the original Softride company. 
 

 
 
Food To Go 
 
Beef and stout (Ed’s warning – this is not a diet drink) 
 
Serves 4 
 
1-2 tbsp olive oil 
750g gravy beef chopped 
125g mushrooms slices 
2 brown onions finely chopped 
2 bacon rashers 
2 garlic cloves finely chopped 
220ml stout 
2 tsp dried Italian herbs 
1 tbsp tomato paste 
1 tbsp sugar 
salt &paper 
t tbsp plain flour 
serve with potato mash 
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Brown the beef in a pan with the olive oil and put aside on a plate.  Cook the mushrooms 
and also put aside. Sate the onion, the bacon, stir in the garlic, add the other ingredients 
and then add the beef.  Salt & pepper and simmer for 30 mins.  Take some stock out and 
leave it to cool then add the flour to the rest of the stock and then pour into the rest of 
the mix.  Cook for another 3 or so minutes until the sauce thickens. 
 
Acknowledgements to On The Road magazine. 
 
A Whirr of Many Wheels 
 
Rod Charles 
An excerpt from the next volume of Rod’s trilogy of cycling history books. 
 
A club ride of  Sunday 26 April this year will see the unveiling of the second volume of  A 
Whirr of Many Wheels, a history of cycling through the eyes of Geelong. The first 
volume covering the period 1869 to 1914 charted the beginning of the story in which 
the bicycle as a machine was refined  from the cumbersome bone shaker through the 
unsafe penny farthing to the the safety bicycle we know today. Cycling Geelong has been 
a continual supporter of this ground breaking project, we know of nothing else like it in 
the world.  The launch of volume 1 in 2013 by  Mayor Keith Fagg, which the club helped 
fund, organise and run was a big event. It was followed by the awarding of a  Judges 
Special Prize at the Victorian Community Heritage Awards that year. 
 
The second volume published this year, for the  26 April covers the period 1914 to 
1945. It traces the story during the first world war through the life of Ian McDonald, an 
engineer with the City of Geelong who went to war and was part of a cyclists unit. Back 
in Geelong the fortunes of the newly formed Geelong West Cycling Club are followed as 
it just keeping its head above the water.  
The 1920s was a boom time for racing, trading and some touring by dedicated cyclists. 
Ford came to the district and manufacturing marked out a new phase of development 
for the town. Bruce Small’s Malvern Star in this period was the standout bicycle with 
Hubert Opperman its flagbearer taking on all manner of record breaking at home and in 
England and participation in two Tour de France races. 
 
In Geelong others stood out from a broad range of colourful riders and an extensive 
collection of material from the family of one Bob Scott from Cobden is used to weave a 
steady line of what happened typically in the racing life of one racing man. 
 
The 1920s was the time when amateurism was fostered in many walks of life and in 
Geelong several amateur racing clubs were formed. The Olympic Games became a focus 
for the best racing men and in later time Geelong men and women cyclists will go off to 
represent their country. Geelong had its first Olympian in Ray Jones a boxer in the 1924. 
It might be that this is the first time he has been acknowledged. 
 
When the great depression hit, bicycles stood tall as a means of getting about for 
everyone. Tentative steps were taken by groups to go out riding in weekends as we in 
Cycling Geelong do in 2015. Women also began to take a much more active part in this 
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touring and in racing. These are birth times for these aspects of cycling, to be cultivated 
in later decades. 
 
During the second world war, as in the first, the district was kept going on a shoe string 
but the emergence of a local women’s racing club broke a barrier. Once again a chance 
meeting and talk with some of these women over the past 20 years has exposed details 
of this important activity. 
 
This period, the 1920s and 30s, was a very rich time for cycling in the district and lays 
the ground for volume 3, to appear in a couple of years time. 
 
The unveiling of volume 2 will take place within the context of the club ride scheduled 
on 26 April in the National Trust Heritage month, details  will be on the website in April   
 

 
 
Your Committee – is it out of control or just appears so? 
 
Nope – those faceless men and women who make up your Committee and who hatch 
clandestine plots against you every couple of months are not out of control at all. 
 
At the Committee meeting of February 18 we decided to assist in the printing of the 
second volume of ‘A Whirr on Many Wheels’ by advancing $1000; and by contacting and 
other clubs to suggest that they might also contribute.  Geelong Cycling (Racing) has 
also committed $1000. 
 
Support was also provided for an April Cycology for Women course – we will subsidise 
each enrolment by $20 up to ten enrolments. 
 
There was also agreement to participate in WestFEST on Sunday 22 March. 
 
The Committee has selected Highton Seniors as a Committee meeting venue in future. 
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Rotary Club Bellarine Ride April 19 
 
The Rotary Clubs of Geelong are staging the Ride the Bellarine event on Sunday 19th 
April. Details are contained in the attached website. 
 
The proceeds will go to one of Rotary’s major projects to eradicate polio from the world. 
 
Details of the ride and registration are at the following site: 
www.ridethebellarine.com#sthash.4yk5EMKl.dpuf 
 
If you want to see Ian Campbell in performance, check out the film star at the following 
site: http://portal.clubrunner.ca/50058 
 
 
The techo bit 
 
A new website set up to boost nature-based tourism in Victoria features the state’s 
walking trails and cycling trails.  Initially there are 15 trails on the website. 
 
Go to www.greattrailsvictoria.com.au to access it. 
 
There are also phone and tablet apps available. 
 
Events coming up 
 
13 March – Ride to School Day – www.ride2school.com.au  
March 22 – Great Ocean & Otway Classic – Toquay 145km or 60km – 
www.supersprint.com.au 
22 -23 March – Victorian High Country Tour de Flavour – tourdeflavour.com.au 
12 April – Vic Woodend MTB Marathon – wombat100.com.au 
13 April – Woodend Wombat 100MTB – www.wombat.com.au 
3 - 6 April – BikeSA Burra Easter Cycle – www.bikesa.asn.au/eastercycle 
18 April – RACV Great Ocean and Otway Classic - 
http://www.greatoceanotwayclassic.com.au/ 
19 April – Rotary Bellarine Ride - www.ridethebellarine.com#sthash.4yk5EMKl.dpuf 
19 April – MS Melbourne Cycle – msmelbournecycle.org.au 
26 April – Euroa Ride the ranges – www.ridetherangeseuroa.org.au 
3 May – Ballarat Autumn Day Ride - 
https://www.facebook.com/ballaratautumndayride 
 
No doubt about our Rosemary 
 
Long term committed readers of Flashing Pedals who are not yet suffering Alzheimers 
will recall last year we ran a picture of Rosemary working hard counting bikes on Super 
Tuesday.  Working hard at that time involved sitting comfortably on a chair in 
Pakington St gazing out to space. 
 

http://www.ridethebellarine.com/#sthash.4yk5EMKl.dpuf�
http://portal.clubrunner.ca/50058�
http://www.greattrailsvictoria.com.au/�
http://www.supersprint.com.au/�
http://www.wombat.com.au/�
http://www.bikesa.asn.au/eastercycle�
http://www.greatoceanotwayclassic.com.au/�
http://www.ridethebellarine.com/#sthash.4yk5EMKl.dpuf�
http://www.ridetherangeseuroa.org.au/�
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Now our Rosemary has done it again – the photo below shows her at the most recent 
Super Tuesday count using her relaxation and counting skills with considerable aplomb.  
 

 
 
Just a photo 

This photo below was taken by Swee in Salem, New Hampshire, USA.  Salem is best 
known for the witch trials and executions in 1692. 
 
It seems the witches live on in Salem, adding a bicycle to the broomstick. 
 

 
 
 
 


